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Why have Performance Reviews?

 Opportunity for two-way communication

 Opportunity to reinforce our values

 Recognition for individual performance

 Goal setting for the upcoming year

 Opportunity for following up on challenges

 Opportunity to review current job description

 Opportunity to discover untapped potential

 Opportunity to give your employee a voice in their success



The Performance Review should be….

 Supportive of Pacific’s mission and values

 Based on a measurable, objective description of the employee’s performance, 

not on personal traits

 Non-discriminatory

 Bias free/objective

 Fair/accurate 

 Honest and forthcoming 

 Provides legal documentation for personnel file

 As collaborative as possible



The Performance Review should NOT 

be….

A Surprise



Because….throughout the year 

 Immediate feedback

 Regular coaching and mentoring

 File on employees

 Talent development

 Training/education

 Succession/career planning



The Basic Steps

 Prepare

 The Meeting

 Finalize

 Follow-up



Prepare

OPTION 

Ask the employee to send you, in advance of the meeting, information that you 

both will find helpful.  For example:

 What were your most notable accomplishments?

 Which goals were met and which were not and why?

 Thinking about your work performance, what would you like to have done 

better?

 What goals would you like to set for the next year?

 What can I do to help you meet these goals, support your professional growth 

and make working in this department successful from your perspective?



Prepare

 Share a blank copy with your staff to help them prepare for the meeting 

 Set up a time and quiet place to meet with each staff member 

 Review each employee’s  last year’s performance review and prepare meeting 

notes for the dialogue

 Review any submissions or comments from the employee

 Write the review

 Draft S.M.A.R.T. goals for upcoming year



S.M.A.R.T. Goals



The Meeting

 Review the results of goals and objectives, and development plan

 Review job performance factors on the performance review form 

 Provide constructive feedback; Acknowledge accomplishments

 Discuss department and individual plans and goals for next year; review draft 

of S.M.A.R.T. goals

 Based on the S.M.A.R.T. goals for next year, draft growth and development 

plan for the upcoming year 

 Ask what support, mentoring or training the employee needs from you or 

others to help them succeed.

 The more the employee participates in the process and talks at this meeting, 

the more successful you will be.



Finalize

 Finalize writing the performance review form including goals from both you 

and the employee

 Set up a meeting time with employee to share and sign off on the final copy 

 Circulate the form for the appropriate signatures

 Supervisor and employee should keep a copy of the review

 Original review with all signatures should be forwarded to Human Resources 

by July 1st



Follow-Up

 Set up regular “check-in” schedule to ensure ongoing success/progress and to 

catch any potential derailments in advance

 Adjust as necessary – put the changes in writing and agree with the 

adjustments 



Performance Improvement

Ratings that require additional follow-up:

 “Meets Some, But Not All Requirements of the Position”

 “Does Not Meet the Requirements of the Position”

The supervisor can consult with Human Resources to determine the appropriate 

course of action to address the employee’s performance



Hard Conversations

 HR is available to help with hard conversations and to provide tools and 

resources to help drive these conversations.

 Consider asking employee what he/she thinks needs to change.

 Here are a few ways to begin the conversations:

 A – Tony needs to work on his ability to take feedback.

 B – Tina frequently does not show up to work on time.

 C – Tony has a tendency to make other people feel intimidated when….

 D – Tina rarely shows appreciation to her employees for……

 It is always helpful and motivating if you can end these conversations on a 

positive note.  A positive outlook can make all the difference.  

 Example – My job is to help your success in this area – please let me know how I 

can support you.



Overall Performance Review Rating

 It should reflect the overall performance and be representative of the mix of 

individual competency ratings. The overall rating matters.

 Example – If 8 of the competency ratings were “meets all and exceeds some” and 

the other 5 were “meets all requirements”, the overall rating should be “meets all 

and exceeds some”.

 Example – If the employee had noticeable challenges resulting in 2 to 4 ratings of 

“meets some but not all requirements”  you may want to consider an overall rating 

of “meets some but not all requirements”

 Example of HR challenges – We see a supervisor wanting to make aggressive 

corrective actions or terminate an employee with their most recent evaluation 

being “meets all requirements” or better.  This is the equivalent of an employee 

doing solid work across the board and very well in some areas.   Meets 

expectations is not “C” work.



Overall Rating and Merit Pay

 Both the narrative, individual competency ratings and especially the overall 

rating are critical to differentiate and defend giving one employee more 

merit money than others….. And not just within your department – across the 

university.

 If you choose to deny merit pay or giving something less than the average, the 

overall rating should align with that decision and be “meets some but not all 

requirements” or lower. If not, both you and the University are at risk of 

exposure for litigation.

 If you give an overall rating of “demonstrates exceptional performance” then 

that employee probably should receive the highest merit pay change of 

anyone in your department or division.



Resources

http://www.pacific.edu/About-Pacific/AdministrationOffices/Business-and-

Finance-Division/Human-Resources/Managers/Staff-Performance-Reviews.html

http://www.pacific.edu/About-Pacific/AdministrationOffices/Business-and-Finance-Division/Human-Resources/Managers/Staff-Performance-Reviews.html

